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Cell is the fundamental structure unit in life activities. All of life phenomena, 
such as metabolism, respiration, photosynthesis, information transfer, and 
transmembrane transport, are closely bound up with the behaviour of cell. Almost all 
diseases are caused by the pathologic change of cell. Therefore, cell research is one of 
most important and fundamental research project，it is necessary to establish and 
develop all kinds of in-situ and in vivo new methods and technologies for cell 
research.  
SERS is an ultrasensitive analytical method to probe the surface species and can 
provide detailed information of the structure and chemical composition of the species 
on the molecular level. Thus, SERS can provide “fingerprint” of the species to be 
analyzed. It is well-known that enhancement effect of SERS is closely connected with 
the suitable nanoscale roughness of the substrates or nanoparticles, SERS using 
nanoparticles as the enhancing substrate can be used to understand the complicated 
physiological activities of cell on the molecular level, which shows its unique 
advantage in detecting the living cells. Recently, SERS as supersensitive 
multi-functional optical probe has attracted increasing attention in the study of living 
cells. However, cellular components are very complicated and cells are always in 
dynamic state. In addition, because of weak absorption features between cellular 
components and SERS substrates, signals of the cellular components are easily 
interfered by impurities. Which produce some difficult problems in obtaining 
reproducible and selective SERS signals and feasibility study cells by SERS. 
Therefore, how to use SERS to study the environmental micro-chemical changes 
caused by recognition, differentiation, reproduction, pathological change and apotosis 
of cell is a virtually challenging project.  
   This thesis is focused on the application of SERS in the study of cells. The major 
results of the thesis are outlined as follows: 
1. Uniform and higher SERS-active substrates were prepared by the self-assembly 
method, which were then modified with iodide to replace the impurities during the 
synthesizing process. After removal of iodide using the electrochemical oxidation, the 
















2. Several methods have been explored to obtain the SERS of cell membrane. 
Results show that direct culture of cell with Au nanoparticles, or culturing the cell on 
Au/.ITO substrate, or culturing cell on glass slide and then cover on the SERS 
substrates can not produce reliable SERS signals. Only by dropping the suspended 
cell solution onto the clean and uniform Au/ITO substrates can obtain SERS of living 
CHL cell membrane. Furthermore, by doing SERS mapping, we can get the 
composition and chemical distribution of cell membrane.  
3. Functionalized nanoparticles that were able to detect the pH changes of the 
cellular components were synthesized and characterized by using SERS and TEM. 
Such kind of nanoparticles can also be used to detect the change of micro-chemical 
environment in cells after the pH sensing Au nanparticles enter the cell.  
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